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A B S T R A C T

Existing cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR) techniques assess flow reactivity in either the largest cerebral vessels or
at the level of the parenchyma. We examined the ability of 2D phase contrast MRI at 7 T to measure CVR in small
cerebral perforating arteries.

Blood flow velocity in perforators was measured in 10 healthy volunteers (mean age 26 years) using a 7 TMR
scanner, using phase contrast acquisitions in the semioval center (CSO), the basal ganglia (BG) and the middle
cerebral artery (MCA). Changes in flow velocity in response to a hypercapnic breathing challenge were assessed,
and expressed as the percentual increase of flow velocity as a function of the increase in end tidal partial pressure
of CO2.

The hypercapnic challenge increased (fit� standard error) flow velocity by 0.7� 0.3%/mmHg in the CSO
(P< 0.01). Moreover, the number of detected perforators (mean [range]) increased from 63 [27–88] to 108
[61–178] (P< 0.001). In the BG, the hypercapnic challenge increased flow velocity by 1.6� 0.5%/mmHg
(P< 0.001), and the number of detected perforators increased from 48 [24–66] to 63 [32–91] (P< 0.01). The
flow in the MCA increased by 5.2� 1.4%/mmHg (P< 0.01).

Small vessel specific reactivity can now be measured in perforators of the CSO and BG, using 2D phase contrast
at 7 T.
Introduction

With the increased SNR available in ultra-high field strength MRI, it
has become feasible to measure increasingly smaller anatomical struc-
tures and their function in vivo. Recently, we developed a 2D phase
contrast method at 7 T MRI, capable of measuring the time resolved
blood flow velocity and pulsatility index in cerebral perforating arteries
with diameters between 10 and 300 μm (Bouvy et al., 2016; Geurts et al.,
2018). Abnormalities in these perforators, also referred to as cerebral
small vessel disease (SVD), are a major cause of stroke and dementia
(Pantoni, 2010; Wardlaw et al., 2013). Measuring hemodynamic prop-
erties of these small perforators may help to unravel the
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pathophysiological processes of SVD (Broderick et al., 1997; Lee et al.,
2007; Mitchell, 2008; Mitchell et al., 2011).

A hemodynamic property that is relevant, is cerebrovascular reac-
tivity (CVR). CVR is a physiological mechanism that contributes to ce-
rebral autoregulation. To influence resistance and flow, vessel diameters
change with perfusion pressure variation, but also with arterial CO2
levels. Impaired CVR has been linked to white matter hyper-intensities,
vascular dementia and an increased risk of stroke by a growing body of
literature (Beishon et al., 2017; Reinhard et al., 2014; Reuck et al., 1999;
Sam et al., 2016a, 2016b). CVR can currently be measured on a tissue
level using blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) MRI, arterial spin
labeling (ASL) or positron emission tomography (Halani et al., 2015;
; MCA, middle cerebral artery; CSO, semi oval center; BG, basal ganglia; TCD, transcranial
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Heijtel et al., 2014). CVR can also be measured at the level of the large
intracranial arteries via Transcranial Doppler ultrasound (TCD) or phase
contrast MRI (Leung et al., 2013). Currently there are no established
methods to non-invasively assess reactivity in small arteries that are
situated in between the large arteries and the tissue. Bridging this gap
may help characterize reactivity in the cerebral vascular system as a
whole. Now that 2D phase contrast MRI at 7 T can reliably measure blood
flow velocity in perforators, it might be possible that it can also measure
CVR in these small vessels (Geurts et al., 2018). Measuring CVR in
perforating arteries with 2D phase contrast would complement existing
methods and can help to pinpoint CVR impairments directly associated
with local ischemia.

The aim of this paper is to determine whether it is feasible to measure
CVR with the previously developed 2D phase contrast method in the
cerebral perforating arteries of the semioval center and the basal ganglia.
As a reference, we perform the same measurement in the middle cerebral
artery as well. In all three experiments a baseline measurement was ac-
quired, followed by a measurement in which the partial pressure of end
tidal CO2 (PetCO2) was increased using a computer controlled gas de-
livery system. The change in blood flow velocity was taken as the primary
outcome. Since increased blood flow increases blood signal through the
T1-inflow effect, it becomes more likely that perforators are detected
during the challenge (Bhogal et al., 2014; Brown et al., 2014; Geurts
et al., 2018). Therefore, the change in number of detected perforators
was taken as the secondary outcome. Systematic errors of CVR of the
perforating arteries were qualitatively assessed through simulation.

Methods

Data acquisition

A group of 10 healthy volunteers was scanned using a 7 T MRI system
(Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) and a 32 channel receive coil
with volume T/R transmit coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, MA, USA).
The institutional review board of our hospital approved this study and all
subjects provided written informed consent. A 2D phase contrast acqui-
sition was performed at three anatomical locations during baseline
breathing and hypercapnia. The phase contrast acquisitions were alter-
nated with T1 weighted 3D turbo field echo (T1w) acquisitions for white
Fig. 1. Slice planning for the 2D phase contrast sequences. The left image shows th
weighted image. The BG slice touches the underside of the corpus callosum, indica
positioned 15mm above the corpus callosum (Geurts et al., 2018). The center and r
T1 weighted images, respectively.
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matter segmentation. Interleaving structural scans with hypercapnic
scans provided subjects with a rest period in which CO2 values could fully
return to resting values for subsequent baseline phase contrast scans.
Baseline acquisitions were only started when CO2 values had returned to
normal. These scans also avoided potential problems due to (slight)
changes in subject position over the duration of the exam, which would
result in problems aligning the white matter segmentation with the 2D
phase contrast results.

The planning of the three phase contrast slices is shown in Fig. 1. One
slice was acquired in the perforating arteries of the semi-oval center
(CSO, the white matter core underneath the cortical grey matter). The
CSO contains perforators with very small diameters (10–300 μm),
branching off from pial arteries. These perforators feed the capillary
network of the white matter, the CVR of which is an area of active study
(Sam et al., 2016a, 2016b). A group of larger perforators (diameters up to
1mm) were measured with another phase contrast slice in the basal
ganglia (BG, the subcortical nuclei of grey matter at the base of the
brain). Their larger size ensures a higher blood signal and lower partial
volume effect. The middle cerebral artery (MCA, the largest of the major
arteries of the brain) was measured as a large reference vessel with
known reactivity (Leung et al., 2013; Valdueza et al., 1999; Verbree et al.,
2014). A phase contrast acquisition was performed in the MCA on one
side, taking the side that allowed the most ease in planning (long straight
segment without major branches).

The CSO acquisitions were performed first. To have a large number of
successful reference measurements, the MCA acquisitions were acquired
second. The BG acquisitions were performed last in the protocol, since
these perforators, with intermediate diameters, were the least critical for
answering the research question. If an acquisition showed excessive
motion artifacts, it was performed again after the standard protocol, but
only if the subject was still comfortable and within a maximum of 1 h of
scanning.

All acquisition parameters can be found in Table 1. The excitationwas
performed with a Tilted Optimized Non-saturating Excitation (TONE)
pulse (Atkinson et al., 1994; Geurts et al., 2018), and the flip angle
increased from 50 to 90� in the feet-head direction. A turbo field echo
factor of 2 was used, to acquire two velocity encoding cycles per acquired
time point in the cardiac cycle. This resulted in an acquired temporal
resolution of 114ms (57ms reconstructed through interpolation). To
e planning of the BG slice (in red) and the CSO slice (in green) on a sagittal T1
ted by the dashed circles. The CSO slice is planned parallel to the BG slice and
ight images show the planning of the MCA (in blue) on transverse and coronal



Table 1
Scanning parameters.

Parameter CSO, BG MCA T1w

FOV (mm) 250� 250 250� 250 300� 249� 190
Slices 1 1 190
Voxel size (mm) 0.3� 0.3� 2.0 0.5� 0.5� 2.5 1.0� 1.0� 1.0
Flip angle (�) 50–90a 60 7
Venc (cm/s) 4, 20 100 –

TR/TE (ms) 28/16 8.5/5.4 4.1/2.0
BW (Hz/pix) 59 636 405
TFE factor 2 6 600c

Sense factor 1.5 (AP) 2 (AP) 2� 2 (APxRL)
Shot interval (ms) 114 102 3 000
Time points 15 15 –

Scan time (min:s)b 5:37 0:51 0:45

a Increasing flip angle across the slice in the flow direction, using TONE (Atkinson et al.,
1994).

b Listed scan times are given for the subject with the lowest heart rate (50 bpm, subject
5) and assume 100% scan efficiency (no RR-intervals rejected, true for subject 5). These are
the longest scan times and therefore the longest breathing challenges.

c Thirty percent of the data (at the corners of k-space) was not acquired, yielding a
complete T1w acquisition in 15 shots.
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avoid phase wrapping, the encoding velocity was 4 cm/s for the CSO,
20 cm/s for the BG and 100 cm/s for the MCA. These encoding velocities
have been empirically determined in previous studies (Bouvy et al.,
2016; Geurts et al., 2018). The phase contrast acquisition through the
MCA was slightly altered to be faster, since the MCA has larger di-
mensions and MCA blood signal has higher SNR.
Breathing protocol

The CO2 challenges were delivered using a computer-controlled gas
blender and sequential gas delivery system running a feed-forward al-
gorithm (RespirAct™, Thornhill Research Inc.). The PetCO2 was recor-
ded during each acquisition. A test run was performed outside of the MR
suite to evaluate subject CO2 tolerance. A schematic of the breathing
protocol is shown in Fig. 2. Targeted PetCO2 levels are reached within
several breaths and reflect arterial partial pressure closely when using the
Fig. 2. Breathing protocol. The graph shows the PetCO2 trace for subject 5, with co
mean magnitude images of each phase contrast measurement for this subject, in
indicate at which position on the trace they were acquired. The solid lines indicate
phase contrast measurements were alternated with T1w acquisitions, which are in
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Respiract™ apparatus (Ito et al., 2008; Mark et al., 2010). The quick
transitions from baseline to hypercapnia and vice versa can also be seen
in Fig. 2. Each of the phase contrast acquisitions was performed twice;
once during normal breathing at the individual baseline PetCO2 and once
with a challenge PetCO2 targeted at an increase of 12mmHg. Challenge
duration depended on the heart rate-dependent acquisition duration, and
ranged between 3 and 5.5min.

Image processing

An in-house developed MATLAB (2015b, Mathworks) tool was used
for data processing of the CSO and BG acquisitions (Geurts et al., 2018).
Matlab functions from SPM (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging)
were used for white matter segmentation on the T1w image that was
acquired closest in time to the phase contrast scan being analyzed. The
resulting tissue probability map was transformed to the CSO slice and
converted to a mask (threshold value 0.95 for white matter) to create a
region of interest. For the BG slice the user manually selected the region
of interest, which was bordered by the grey matter of the insula and the
edges of the ventricles. The user annotated regions with pulsation arte-
facts in the stimulus acquisition (these were prone to artefacts due to
hyperventilation and/or subject motion caused by the hypercapnic
stimulus), these regions were excluded from analysis for both baseline
and stimulus acquisitions.

Data within the regions of interest were corrected and processed to
detect perforators, as previously described (Geurts et al., 2018). In short,
background phase errors were removed with a median filter. Then, the
standard deviation of noise was estimated from the complex signal of
tissue over the cardiac cycle, which was used to calculate the 95% con-
fidence interval of the mean velocity map. All voxels with significant
velocity were labeled as a perforator. Only the voxel with the highest
mean velocity was labeled if a group of directly adjacent voxels were
significant, since perforators are at most one voxel in diameter. This
resulted in a number of detected perforators (Ndetected), each with a mean
velocity during the cardiac cycle (Vmean). To find perforators that were
detected during both baseline and stimulus, perforators were matched
between the two acquisitions. Every identified perforator in one
lor coded lines representing each acquisition. The images on top are the actual
the order in which they were acquired. The color coded lines schematically
baseline acquisitions and the dashed lines indicate challenge acquisitions. The
dicated with a solid grey line.
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acquisition was matched to the perforator in the other acquisition that
had the smallest distance to it, within 2mm. Only the subgroup of per-
forators that were detected twice and matched between both acquisitions
could be used to calculate reactivity. The processing of the MCA data was
performed in a separateMATLAB tool, where the user selected a region of
interest closely around the lumen of the MCA. Phase wraps present in the
temporal curves of a voxel were unwrapped in the time domain by the
MATLAB unwrap function. The total flow through the selected region in
the MCA was calculated by averaging over time points and integrating
over voxels.
Statistical analysis

Velocity reactivity (Rv) in the CSO and BG was calculated with a
linear mixed effects (LME) model. We chose this since the velocity data
had multiple levels (group and subject), and an ordinary least squares
approach would have overestimated the confidence, since within-subject
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perforators are not independent from one another (Hox et al., 2010;
Lindstrom and Bates, 1988; Laird and Ware, 1982). The model was set to
explain the change in Vmean with the change in PetCO2, the fitted slope
being the parameter of interest (Rv ¼ ∂V

∂PetCO2
). Rv was converted to %

change from baseline velocity after the fit. The LME model fits both a
group effect and an effect per subject, allowing a portion of the variance
to be explained explicitly by between subject differences, decreasing the
residuals. It also allows the use of every detected perforator separately
without averaging per subject, increasing the degrees of freedom (Hox
et al., 2010; Lindstrom and Bates, 1988; Laird and Ware, 1982). The LME
model was fitted and tested for significance with the NLME package (R
Core Team) in R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing).

Since the MCA data consists of only the subject level, the LME model
collapses to ordinary least squares. Therefore, the flow reactivity (Rφ) of
the MCA was determined using an ordinary least squares approach.
MATLAB was used to test Rφ for significance. The measured flow was
taken as the input measurement and the measured PetCO2 was taken as
Fig. 3. Manual region of interest adjustments. These
images show the mean magnitude (M, top row) and
velocity (V, bottom row) data of 2D phase contrast
acquisitions of mediocre quality, in which pulsation
artefacts had to be excluded. The pulsation artefacts
show up as vertical lines (in the phase encoding di-
rection) of repetitions of the originating vessel. At
these locations the data is corrupted and has to be
excluded. The left image shows a CSO slice in which
the automatically segmented ROI contained pulsation
artefacts from surrounding vessels (red arrows). The
red lines show ROI portions that were manually
removed, the green lines show the remaining ROI that
was included. The right image shows a BG slice in
which pulsation artefacts from surrounding vessels
(red arrows) had to be avoided during manual seg-
mentation (green lines).
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regressor. The fitted slope, converted to % change from baseline flow,
was taken as the measure for flow reactivity.

Changes in Ndetected were tested for significance using paired Stu-
dent's t-tests. For this study, a probability for type I errors (α) smaller than
0.05 was decided to be significant. The change in Ndetected was tested
single-sided.

Simulations

We simulated the 2D phase contrast measurement of velocity and
CVR using the Bloch equations. Because only some simulation boundary
conditions are known for cerebral perforating arteries in humans, several
assumptions on similarity to other vessels and species were made. This
limited our interpretation to qualitative statements. Due to the nature of
these limitations, and not to distract from the main findings of the study,
we supply the simulations in appendix A for the interested reader.

Results

Included subjects (mean age� standard deviation, SD: 26� 5 years, 5
females) had individual PetCO2 baselines of (mean� SD)
36.4� 1.6mmHg, and achieved increases of 12.0� 2.1mmHg during
challenges. CSO acquisitions were successfully completed in all ten
subjects, however one CSO challenge measurement was repeated due to
excessive motion artefacts. Two BG challenge acquisitions were excluded
because of motion artefacts, yielding eight successfully completed BG
acquisitions. One MCA challenge acquisition was excluded because of
motion artefacts, yielding nine successful acquisitions. Fig. 3 shows the
included region of interest for a subject that showed some motion
artefacts.

With the applied technique we could indeed measure vascular reac-
tivity, also in the smallest perforators in the CSO. We observed that the
CO2 challenge not only increased the flow velocity, but also the number
of CSO perforators that was detected. Fig. 4 shows all velocity mea-
surements and fitted reactivities. The measured Rv (fit� standard error)
was 0.7� 0.3%/mmHg in the CSO (P< 0.01) and 1.6� 0.5%/mmHg in
the BG (P< 0.001). The measured Rφ in the MCA was 5.2� 1.4%/mmHg
Fig. 4. Measured velocities and fitted reactivity. These plots show a colored bo
measurements, for each scan of each subject. The boxplots corresponding to the sam
The fitted reactivity for all subjects is shown in black, with the 95% CI in grey. The h
which is mean flow (Fmean) for the MCA and mean velocity (Vmean) for the BG and t
BG (red) and MCA (blue) measurements respectively. Note that attained PetCO2 va
measurements.
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(P< 0.01). Visual inspection of phase contrast acquisitions showed more
apparent perforators during challenge than during baseline (see Fig. 5).
The number of detected perforators showed an increase from baseline to
hypercapnic challenge for all subjects and acquisitions, except in one BG
set. The number (mean [range]) increased from 63 [27–88] to 108
[61–178] in the CSO (P< 0.001) and from 48 [24–66] to 63 [32–91] in
the BG (P< 0.01) (see Fig. 6). The number of detected vessels in the
subset that were detected twice and matched between baseline and
challenge (mean [range]) was 39 [20–80] for the CSO and 33 [13–46] for
the BG.

Simulation qualitatively showed that the 2D phase contrast assess-
ment of velocity reactivity in perforating arteries can be an over-
estimation, depending on perforator diameters, as can be seen in
Figure A.1 of appendix A. The overestimation in reactivity as function of
perforator diameter in the CSO was estimated to be -0.01%/mmHg/μm,
implying less overestimation for larger diameters. The overestimation
would be 0.04%/mmHg higher in hypertensive patients, who typically
have lower reactivity than healthy controls. The systematic error van-
ished as vessel diameters approached the acquired voxel size, as is likely
the case in the BG. High blood flow velocity and tissue signal saturation
also decreased overestimation. For complete results of the simulation we
refer to appendix A.

Discussion

Small vessel specific reactivity was successfully measured in cerebral
perforating arteries of the CSO and BG, using 2D phase contrast at 7 T.
Significant velocity reactivity was measured in both the CSO and the BG.
In both the CSO and the BG the number of detected vessels increased
significantly and consistently during the breathing challenge, reflecting
increased blood flow through the T1-inflow effect. Thus, the number of
detected vessels can be considered as an additional measure for reac-
tivity. These results show the feasibility of measuring CVR specifically on
the arterial side of the microcirculation of cerebral white matter and the
basal ganglia.

The measured velocity reactivity in the CSO and BG of 0.7 and 1.6%/
mmHg, respectively, are in the same range as reactivity reported with
xplot for the vessels that could be matched between baseline and challenge
e volunteer are connected with a colored line, representing the individual fit.
orizontal axes show PetCO2 and the vertical axes show the measured quantity,
he CSO. The left, middle and right graphs show the results for the CSO (green),
lues are nearly identical between experiments, both for baseline and challenge



Fig. 5. Mean magnitude at baseline and during
challenge. The left image shows the mean CSO
magnitude of the right hemisphere of subject 5 at
baseline and the right image shows the same during
challenge. Note the higher blood signal on the right
image during the hypercapnic breathing challenge,
which caused a larger number of perforators to be
detected during the challenge acquisitions. The in-
crease in blood signal is caused by an increase in flow
and the T1-inflow effect. The green circles show one
example of an included perforator, which was located
in the white matter, was not corrupted by ghosting
during challenge, and was detected in both acquisi-
tions. The blue arrows points at a curved sulcus with
intra-sulcal vessels running through. These sulci and
surrounding gray matter were automatically
excluded. The red arrows show an area with a
ghosting artefact of an intra-sulcal vessel during the
challenge acquisition. These areas with ghosting ar-
tefacts during challenge were manually annotated
and excluded from both acquisitions. The images are
masked and scaled identically.

Fig. 6. Number of detected perforators. The markers show the number of
detected perforators at baseline (B) and the round markers show those during
challenge (C). Corresponding subjects are denoted with solid lines. The left
graph shows the results for the CSO measurements (green), the right graph
shows the results for the BG measurements (red).
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ASL. While ASL reflects flow and not velocity, Mandell et al. assessed
reactivity using ASL, and reported a comparable CVR of 0.5%/mmHg and
1.5%/mmHg in white and grey matter, respectively (Mandell et al.,
2008). Bhogal et al. assessed reactivity with BOLD, and reported a lower
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CVR of 0.21%/mmHg and 0.40%/mmHg in white and grey matter,
respectively (Bhogal et al., 2015). However, reactivity as measured by
BOLD is influenced by scan parameters and blood flow, volume and
oxygenation, which hampers a direct comparison. Human retinal arte-
riolar velocity reactivity has been measured to be 1.7%/mmHg with
Doppler laser velocimetry, which also falls in the same range of reactivity
values (Rose et al., 2014; Tayyari et al., 2017; Venkataraman et al.,
2017). The measured reactivity of the MCA corresponds well to reactivity
values measured in the MCA with Doppler ultrasound and phase contrast
MRI as found in literature (Leung et al., 2013; Madureira et al., 2017;
Valdueza et al., 1999).

The secondary outcome Ndetected turned out to be very sensitive to
PetCO2 changes, which might be of use for studies with small effect sizes.
A change in Ndetected indicates a change in flow, since Ndetected depends on
SNR and the SNR of blood depends in the T1 inflow effect. Not all per-
forators were detected again during the challenge acquisition. On
average 39 out of 63 perforators in the CSO and 33 out of 48 in the BG
were detected twice. Since the small perforators in this study are just
within our ability to detect, each repeated measurement might detect a
slightly different set by chance. Small changes in physiology or subject
position might also cause perforators to move in- and out of the detection
limit. Besides that, there might be some false positive detections that
explain a part of these differences.
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It should be noted that no reactivity measurements of the perforators
have been performed as yet, preventing direct comparisons with refer-
ence values. To address this issue we performed simulations which
qualitatively show that our measurement might overestimate reactivity.
This effect is most pronounced if perforator diameters are much smaller
than voxel dimensions and if tissue signal is poorly suppressed. We
estimated that the velocity reactivity would be overestimated more in
hypertensive patients than in healthy controls by 0.04%/mmHg in the
CSO, while this difference in overestimation would approach zero in the
BG. In other words, reactivity is overestimated more in subjects with
smaller vessels. Since patients are generally expected to have smaller
vessels and lower reactivity, if a study does detect a lower reactivity in
patients relative to controls despite the opposite systematic error, it is
likely to be true. This does leave an ambiguity of the results if a higher
reactivity is detected in patients or when patients are investigated that
have larger vessels than controls, which makes the results less specific in
such cases. These effects are most likely negligible when measuring
reactivity in the BG.

The method demonstrated in this paper complements existing CVR
measurements by allowing reactivity measurements directly at the level
of the perforators. Assessing CVR in-between the currently measured
level of the large arteries or the tissue level, can help understand reac-
tivity across the entire cerebrovascular network. Another location aspect
is that the presented method, like ASL, measures at the arterial side of the
vasculature, since venous blood (with a short T2* of about 6 ms at 7 T)
(Yacoub et al., 2001) will have lost most of its signal at the chosen TE
(Geurts et al., 2018; Yacoub et al., 2001). This is in contrast to BOLDMRI
which mainly reflects venous blood hemodynamics. The method is also
able to measure reactivity in white matter using just tens of perforators,
which can complement the low SNR that ASL and BOLD reactivity studies
show for white matter (Bhogal et al., 2015; Sam et al., 2016b). Besides
the location, it has the feature of measuring a single physical quantity,
without the need for a model or being dependent on boundary condition
assumptions. On one hand this complements BOLD measurements of
CVR, since BOLD reactivity is a compound hemodynamic effect. On the
other hand this also complements ASL measurements of CVR, since ASL
depends on fitting a kinetic model with various assumptions (Buxton
et al., 1998). Like ASL and BOLD measurements of CVR, the presented
method is user independent. We think that because of these combined
attributes, the method can help explore unknown terrain.

The study has some limitations. First, the voxels that we identify as
perforators have a partial volume effect between blood signal and tissue
signal. This is caused by tissue spins that are not fully saturated and by
sub-voxel perforator diameters. The partial volume effect leads to an
underestimation of the measured velocities. The simulations from the
appendix suggest that this leads to an overestimation of the reactivity.
Because the true diameters and diameter changes in response to
increased PetCO2 are unknown, it is not possible to determine the exact
amount of reactivity overestimation. As a further limitation, the pre-
sented method assesses changes in velocity instead of flow. However,
studies have shown that velocity does increase under vasodilatory
stimulus in vessels both larger and smaller than the perforators in this
study (Leung et al., 2013; Rose et al., 2014; Venkataraman et al., 2017).
Like flow reactivity, a decreased velocity reactivity is correlated with
cerebrovascular disease (Klijn et al., 2000; Rose et al., 2014; Stevenson
et al., 2010; Venkataraman et al., 2017; Vicenzini et al., 2007). Besides
these limitations, increasing the PetCO2 is uncomfortable and can in-
crease the breathing and heart rate of subjects, potentially translating
into motion artefacts. Pulsation artefacts also worsen, which increase the
ghosting of sulcal arteries into tissue. The current method is susceptible
to motion artefacts because of the small voxel size and the small perfo-
rators that are imaged. The artefacts caused by within acquisition motion
led to the corruption of three CSO/BG scans. Motion between baseline
and challenge was less detrimental and led to only a subset of perforators
being detected in both acquisitions, which was still a sizable group. The
current method, like other high resolution applications, would benefit
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greatly from new motion correction methods (Stucht et al., 2015). We
limited the influence of motion artefacts by excluding acquisitions with
severe motion artefacts and by excluding voxels with ghosting artefacts.
Subject motion might be worse in patient groups, in which case in-plane
registration can be considered to alleviate a part of the problem. A final
limitation relates to cerebral perforators that were not perfectly
perpendicular to the single imaging slice. This issue is partially alleviated
due to anatomy, since perforators in the CSO run more or less vertically
from the gyri in a central direction. Moreover, angulation of a perforator
has only limited influence on the calculation of reactivity. The angulation
of a perforator reduces the measured velocity, however this is present
during both the baseline and challenge measurements, which causes it to
divide out when calculating the percentage velocity increase. Finally, a
perforator that runs oblique to the imaging slice has a smaller chance of
being detected due to SNR reducing partial volume effects associated
with the large slice thickness and small in-plane voxel size.

Conclusion

We have shown that 2D phase contrast at 7 T is able to measure ve-
locity reactivity in cerebral perforating arteries of different sizes. These
arteries are of special interest as they are involved in various cerebro-
vascular diseases. The results correspond well to literature values ob-
tained with various other methods. With the contribution of this work it
is now possible for future studies to assess small vessel specific reactivity.
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